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 by Picography   

Honey Pot 

"Class and Style"

Honey Pot has got to be one of Tampa's classier and upscale nightclubs.

With a brooding, sleek and stunning decor of deep reds and darker colors,

get treated like a VIP here. If the ambiance is anything to go by, the drinks

and the music are definitely better. Although a bit pricey, it's worth it the

extra money you pay for a better nightlife experience.

 +1 813 247 4663  1507 East 7th Avenue, Tampa FL

 by Public Domain   

Club Prana 

"Smooth, Cool & Sophisticated"

At Club Prana expect all out sophistication from the time you are greeted

by the doorman to the minute you step through the doors of this trendy,

upscale nightclub filled with beautiful people. The decor is inviting with

brushed steel, hardwood and wrap around velvet couches. The

atmosphere is cool and the attitude is smooth on each of the five levels

providing hot music, high-energy stage-dancers, live band, multiple dance

floors, DJs, light shows, and a rooftop bar.

 +1 813 241 4139  www.clubprana.com  club@clubprana.com  1619 East 7th Avenue,

Tampa FL

 by twodolla   

Coyote Ugly 

"Rowdy & Fun"

Much like the blockbuster movie, this rocking bar features a bevy of

friendly bartenders, rowdy crowds and flowing liquor. Happy hour takes

place Wednesday through Sunday 5-7p, along with other weekly drink

specials. Theme nights take place as well, from neon parties to military

nights, you're sure to walk into something fun here.

 +1 813 242 8856  www.coyoteuglysaloon.co

m/tampa/

 tampa@coyoteuglysaloon.c

om

 1722 East 7th Avenue,

Tampa FL
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